
     Safety First! 
See Safety Guidelines pages 11-17.
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“Students will describe how the body 
benefits from physical activity” K-12 
Physical Education Program of Studies, 
Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�EXPLAIN�AND�OR�DRAW�THE�

benefits of walking

FOUR CORNER WARM UP
$ESCRIBE�AND�POST���DIFFERENT�ACTIVE�STRETCHES�IN�
each corner of the activity area; e.g., pendulum swing�n�PLACE�ONE�HAND�ON�AN�OBJECT�
for balance and swing one leg forward and back 10 times, switch legs; ball the yarn�n�
imitate the motion of rolling wool into a ball by spinning one fist over the other 20 times 
each direction; hopscotch�n�PLAY�AN�IMAGINARY�GAME�OF�HOPSCOTCH�BY�JUMPING�WITH�FEET�
apart then together 20 times; make wind�n�START�SLOW�AND�GRADUALLY�ROTATE�ARMS�IN�BIG�
circles 10 times each direction. Play some upbeat music and instruct students to jog or 
walk briskly from corner to corner, completing one of the two active stretches described 
in each corner. When finished, students jog to each corner a second time completing the 
active stretch they did not choose the first time. 

Warm It Up

Lesson 6 of 6

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

Walking
EQUIPMENT
upbeat music » music player »  
10 balloons » 10 active messages » pointed 
object to burst balloons » square pieces of 
PAPER��ONE�PER�STUDENT	�w�PENCILS

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�'UIDE�FOR�#HILDREN��

0UBLIC�(EALTH�!GENCY�OF�#ANADA��������
www.paguide.com

Benefits of Health
Functional Fitness
Body Image
Well-Being "���	�
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WALKING BALLOONS
0REPARE�FOR�THIS�ACTIVITY�BY�INmATING����
balloons and hiding a written “active 
message” in each one; e.g., LET�S�WALK�TO�THE�BALLOON�THAT�IS�CLOSEST�TO�A�TREE��LET�S�
WALK�TO�THE�BALLOON�WITH�THE�BRIGHTEST�COLOR��LET�S�SING�A�SONG�ON�THE�WAY�TO�THE�
NEXT�BALLOON��LET�S�WALK�TO�THE�BALLOON�THAT�S�CLOSEST�TO�THE�.ORTH�0OLE��LET�S�CHECK�
IF�OUR�HEARTS�ARE�BEATING�FASTER�NOW��LET�S�STRETCH�OUR�LEGS��LET�S�WALK�TO�THE�FARTHEST�
balloon; OOPS! Walk back to the classroom. Include one of the 4EN�2EASONS�7HY�
Kids Should Walk or Wheel �REFER�TO�LESSONS���AND��	�ON�THE�BACK�OF�EACH�ACTIVE�
MESSAGE��(AVE�A�PARENT�VOLUNTEER�hPLANTv�THE�BALLOONS�IN�ANY�OPEN�OUTDOOR�PLAY�
area such as a grass field, park or playground relatively far apart to allow for a good 
walking workout. Begin the activity by leading students outside to the “balloon 
hunting grounds”. Inform students that this is a group activity and they must work 
TOGETHER�TO�CHOOSE�THE�BALLOON�TO�WHICH�THE�GROUP�WILL�WALK��5PON�ARRIVING�AT�THE�
CHOSEN�BALLOON��GATHER�EVERYONE�IN�A�TIGHT�CIRCLE��COUNT�����AND�HAVE�ALL�STUDENTS�
YELL�hPOPv�WHILE�THE�BALLOON�IS�PUNCTURED�WITH�A�POINTED�OBJECT��2EAD�THE�REASON�
why kids should walk or wheel out loud once, and then read it a second time 
prompting students to shout out the key words; e.g., “Walking and wheeling gives 
you energyv��STUDENTS�YELL�hENERGYv	��2EAD�THE�ACTIVE�MESSAGE�ALOUD�TOGETHER�AND�
perform the activity described. Proceed to the next balloon and continue the fun! 
#ONSIDER�USING�PLASTIC�EGGS�INSTEAD�OF�BALLOONS�AROUND�%ASTER�TIME�FOR�A�SPECIAL�
theme. Assign each color of egg to a different team. After 10 minutes, blow a 
whistle to indicate students should return to the starting area with the eggs they 
have found. One by one, each team can open their eggs and follow the activity 
instructions found inside.

Whoop It Up

BALLOON REVIEW
Gather as a large group and review 
the benefits of walking. Provide 
each student with a square piece 
of paper and ask them to explain 
how their body benefits from 
walking by drawing a picture and 
completing the sentence “I walk or 
WHEEL�BECAUSExv��0OST�THE�SQUARES�
around the perimeter of the Walking 
& Wheeling bulletin board to create 
A�BORDER��$ISTRIBUTE�COPIES�OF�THE�
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�'UIDES�FOR�#HILDREN�
and challenge students to keep on 
WALKING�AND�ACCUMULATING��������OR�
more steps every day.

Wrap It Up


